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Employed By US House Members
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Three Muslim Pakistani brothers, Imran, Abid and Jamal Awan, who were employed as IT
techs by some Democrat US Representatives, and are suspected of hacking into their
emails and stealing from them while collecting $5 million for their work, are back in
the spotlight. They are accused of keeping their step-mother under illegal captivity for
more than three months. They made severe threats against her family in Pakistan while
they shifted assets out of her name during their father’s illness and death.
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Russia’s largest bank, Sberbank, hired Tony Podesta, the brother of Hillary Clinton’s
campaign manager, John Podesta, and paid him $170,000 last year to lobby to end the
Obama administration’s economic sanctions against Russia. Sberbank faced severe cash
shortages due to plunging oil prices, and the US sanctions prevented the bank from
legally seeking funds from American financial institutions. Sberbank was the lead
financial institution in the Russian deal to purchase Uranium One, which ultimately
committed 20% of US uranium supplies to Russia, and was brokered through the Clinton
Foundation. Meanwhile, Democrats perpetuate fake news against Trump and the Russians.
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New York Mayor Bill DeBlasio repealed a rule requiring parental consent before a
controversial ultra-Orthodox Jewish circumcision (metzitzah b’peh) was performed, as the
practice entails sucking blood from the incision, which can expose the child to herpes.
Twenty four cases of herpes have been reported by the health department since 2000,
which led to two infant deaths and two cases of brain damage. The mohel in the latest
case has not been identified.
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CNN is becoming infamous for cutting the cameras and microphone when someone goes off-
script and reveals some truth that they cannot refute or says something to embarrass
them. Most recently, CNN cut the feed when Congressman Scott Taylor said that 30% of
domestic terrorism is caused by refugees.


